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recruitment from that source. Taking into account these circumstances, it would be quite untenable to maintain the present pay scales for gazetted officers, and we suggest the following to take their place so as to make them comparable to the scales in a State like Madhya Pradesh or Madras :-—
 1.	300-20-500 instead of the present 300-600,
 2.	4.00-25-550-E.B.-30-700   instead   of   the   present
400-800.
8.    700-40-900-E.B.-50-1,400 instead of the present 900-4,500,
It is true that the cost of living has moved up since the present scales were sanctioned. Nor, unfortunately, do
there seem to be any signs of the Government of India's ability to hold the cost of living. The salary of a gazetted officer, however, will even now contain some margin for what might be regarded as not absolutely essential expenditure. Nor is there any reason for an officer in Hyderabad to be better off than an officer in Madhya Pradesh or another neighbouring State. It must be remembered, that only three years ago, Hyderabad officers were drawing much lower salaries, and, in almost all cases, the salaries proposed by us are higher than those they were getting then.
We recommend that the new scales proposed by us should apply to all officerss whether permanent or officiating in their present posts. It may be urged that the normal practice is to apply new lower scales only to new entrants, but the circumstances in which the new scales were granted and the very large increase they brought in, are sufficient reasons for our not retaining them. This proposal does mean a loss over the salary enjoyed at present, but it can scarcely be argued that, within the short period the officer has been drawing the higher salary, he has become so accustomed to a higher standard of living, if indeed he has raised his previous standard at all, that he cannot bring it down now.
Had we been writing on a clean slate, we would have considered this question in the light of first principles, of the place which the public servant should occupy in 'society* of the relation that should exist between his salary ,aixd the per capita income of the country, of the effect of his salary on society as a whole. We cannot, however refuse to - take»cognisance of existing circumstances* the most powerful of which is the high s<jale already fixed for s

